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cUBIK Token — Unique Opportunity to Purchase Uranium Below Production Cost
IMC Invest, an international mineral exploration company focusing on uranium, gold and
platinum group metals, is issuing the world’s-first cryptographic uranium token called
cUBIK, which is backed 1:1 against 3,000 tons of independently audited uranium reserves
defined to JORC (Joint Ore Reserves Committee) standards in Kyrgyzstan.
Tokenized physical assets bring more effectivity, security, transparency and liquidity to
commodity trading. cUBIK leverages these developments for both uranium investors and
blockchain enthusiasts, and at a pivotal moment for the uranium market.
Demand for uranium is currently rising sharply, due to its peerless efficiency and the
ecological benefits of a zero-carbon fuel. According to experts, neither solar, or wind power are
capable of satisfying the global population’s energy needs — while uranium is a cheap, efficient
and green source of energy and arguably the best solution to an emerging world energy
crisis.
Due to this development, the forecasted requirements for uranium in the near future significantly
exceed estimated total uranium production. As a result of this uncovered demand, projections
expect demand for uranium to rise roughly 40% by 2025 (according to David Wang, analyst
at Morningstar).
IMC Invest, operating since 2004, has been working on the current uranium operation
(Kamushanovsky Project) since 2007 and the critical initial stages of exploration and trial
production have already been completed. The cUBIK token is now in a pre-sale to raise
funds needed to prepare the mining site and finalize uranium production.
cUBIK token serves as a secure, unique and unfalsifiable proof of ownership rights. A
smart token issued on the Ethereum blockchain allows for easy supply chain tracking in the
future.
Each token represents 1 pound of finished uranium product (U3O8).
During pre-sale, cUBIK tokens are available at a price significantly
below the current spot price, with the first 500,000 tokens selling
at $10 each.
cUBIK presents a unique opportunity for traditional commodity
investors to purchase uranium below production cost and
significantly below its current spot price.

For more information see http://www.cubiktokens.com/

